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What Problem Are You Trying to Solve?



The Year of the MOOC

“This was, without a doubt, the most important and 
talked-about trend in education technology this year. 
And oh man, did we talk about it.”

– Audrey Waters, Top Ed-Tech Trends of 2012: MOOCs, December 18, 2012
http://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/hack-higher-education/top-ed-tech-trends-
2012-moocs





Active MOOCs by Provider



MOOCs by Discipline



Disruption and Disintermediation

“What happened to the newspaper and 
magazine business is about to happen to higher 
education: a rescrambling around the Web.”

- David Brooks, The Campus Tsunami



The Seduction and the Allure

• Opportunity 
• Outreach
• Aspiration
• Influence
• Revenue
• Innovation
• Collaboration
• Obligation



Benefits and Issues



Unproven Models

• Massive Industrial-Strength Online Education 
– Is it for you?

• Unproven Models: Revenue
• Unproven Models: Credentials



Unproven Models: Revenue

• How revenue is split: Coursera pays university 6-
15% of gross revenue:
– 6% of revenues for courses with 3-month lifespan
– 9% of revenues for courses with  12-month lifespan
– 12% of revenues for courses with 24-month lifespan
– 15% of revenues for courses with 36-month lifespan



Unproven Models: Revenue

• How Coursera and universities may generate 
revenue: Possible Monetization Strategy
– Certification
– Secure Assessments
– Employee Recruiting
– Employee or University Screening
– Human-provided tutoring or manual grading
– Corporate/university enterprise model
– Sponsorships
– Tuition fees



Unproven Models: Credentials



The Bright Side

• Participatory Engagement
• Collaboration
• Connectivist MOOCs connect
• Familiar Tools: 

– wiki
– LMS
– blogs 
– Twitter/Social Media
– videoconferencing



Technology of cMOOCs



cMOOCs and xMOOCs

• cMOOC: original MOOCs offered by Downes, 
Siemens, and Cormier
– Informed by connectivism
– knowledge is distributed and learning is the process of 

navigating, growing, and pruning connections.

• xMOOC: Coursera/edX/Udacity
– traditional view of knowledge and learning based on “hub 

and spoke” model: 
– faculty at centre and learners are replicators 

-George Siemens, “What is the theory that underpins our moocs?”
http://www.elearnspace.org/blog/2012/06/03/what-is-the-theory-that-underpins-our-moocs/



cMOOCs and xMOOCs

Stephen Downes, MOOC.ca, September 19, 2012.



Connectivist MOOCs

• Aggregate: students engage with lectures from 
experts, daily content links provided through a 
course newsletter, and reading content on the Web. 

• Remix: students encouraged to communicate with 
peers about content and what they are learning, 
through blogs, discussion boards, or online chat.

• Repurpose: students construct or create knowledge. 
• Feed-forward: students encouraged to publish (and 

thus share their knowledge) in blogs or other “open”
venues.



MOOCs and Strategic Connections

• MOOC buzz catalyzes discussion about the 
role of online education

• Applying MOOC components to non-MOOC 
applications

• Capitalize on Existing Relationships
• Local and regional consortia
• Faculty and administrative connections
• Connections with prospective audiences



Sunoikisis

• National consortium of classics programs
• Increase academic opportunities for students 

at small colleges hoping to study the classics
• Sunoikisis began providing interinstitutional 

classics courses for students in 2000
• Leveraging technology to create extended 

curricular offerings across multiple campuses



Texas Language Consortium

• Concordia University Texas, Lubbock Christian 
University, Schreiner University, Texas 
Lutheran University, and Texas Wesleyan 
University

• Students enroll in courses for German, French, 
Mandarin Chinese, and Spanish.

• Each university provides courses through high-
definition video conferencing labs with 
assigned faculty and proctor support.



Harvard Law’s “LOOC”
Large Open Online Course

• Harvard Law School preparing to offer a free 
course through edX 

• Not “massive” - will be limited to 500 
• Enrollment is limited, in keeping with the 

belief that “high-quality legal education 
depends, at least in part, upon supervised 
small-group discussions of difficult issues.”



Contact Info

• Joey King: jking@nitle.org
• Michael Nanfito: mnanfito@nitle.org
• NITLE Shared Practice: 

– Leadership Program for Online Learning and 
MOOCs

– www.NITLE.org/shared practice/


